Application for usage of periphery
of the Rechenzentrum of CAU zu Kiel without special computational permission

University: __________________________________________

Facility/Department: __________________________________________

Executive director: ____________________________________________ phone: __________________

This is a request for usage of periphery of the Rechenzentrum for members of the facility. Already permitted applications for usage are not affected.

The access is requested for following internet domains:
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________

Note:
All computers belonging to these domains that shall use this service have to be registered in the name service.

According to the Payment Regulation for usage of IT-systems, the usage over network is only granted for tasks that are financed by the university, by the DFG or by appropriation of public authorities.

If the funding is made from other sources, or the periphery shall be used for an additional business, you need to have an individual permission (Form 1).

Kiel, date ________________________________ ________________________________
Head of facility